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A Brie
ef Histtory off Equity and
d Ade
equacy
y
Littigatio
on in Educa
ation Financ
F
ce
In the cau
use of studen
nts’ right to a quality educcation, many individuals, organizations, and schoo
ol
districts have
h
filed law
w suits in the hope of forcing states to provide morre equitable and/or
a
sufficient
funding fo
or education.. There have been three primary
p
perio
ods (or waves) within the education
finance littigation move
ement. Each has focused
d primarily on
n a specific constitutional
c
right.
First Wav
ve: Federal Litigation
Education
n finance litig
gation began with the con
ncept that all children havve a constituttional right to a
fair and equitable
e
edu
ucation. Seve
eral lawsuits were
w
filed with the intent of demonstra
ating that
constitutio
onal right, utilizing the Eq
qual Protectio
on Clause of the 14th Ame
endment to the Constitutiion.
The legall idea was that students’ rights
r
were being
b
violated
d by states because they were not givven
their fede
erally protecte
ed right to an
n equal education. The main
m
problem stemmed fro
om an inequitty in
school funding betwee
en school disstricts within states. Mostt state funding formulas re
equired a hig
gh
o the wealth
h of individua
al school distrricts to determine how mu
uch a schooll district received
reliance on
in revenu
ues. This overreliance on local funds created
c
large
e disparities between
b
scho
ool districts
based on
n the property
y wealth of th
he district. Th
hus, a studen
nt from an afffluent area off the state wo
ould
receive substantially more
m
public money
m
for ed
ducation than
n a student frrom a poorer area of the state.
s
n funding bec
came a functtion of wealth
h, not a functtion of need. Plaintiffs sou
ught to chang
ge
Education
this dispa
arity through litigation and
d filed severa
al cases at the federal levvel. The legal argument
focused on
o the idea th
hat education
n is a constitu
utional right and
a must be provided under equitable
e
terms (eq
quity means all students of similar ability must be treated similarly regardle
ess of social
economicc status or SE
ES). The U.S
S. Supreme Court
C
allowed
d these case
es to be merg
ged and hearrd all
the argum
ments together under the landmark ruling, Rodrigu
uez v. State. However, the
e Supreme Court
C
ruled thatt education was
w not a righ
ht under the U.S. Constitu
ution and, the
erefore, was not federallyy
protected
d. This loss sttalled the litig
gation movem
ment but did not destroy it,
i as the batttle for studen
nts’
right to a quality educ
cation moved to the statess and was fought under state
s
constitutional langua
age.
W
State
e Challenge
Second Wave:
The first state
s
case filed after Rod
driguez was in
n California (Serrano
(
v. Priest).
P
The plaintiffs
p
used
d the
same language from the
t federal cases and Ro
odriguez, but focused on how
h
that lang
guage was used
u
e state’s cons
stitution. Plaintiffs argued
d that studentts had a consstitutional right (under the
e
within the
state’s co
onstitution) to
o an educatio
on and that th
hat right was being violate
ed by the sta
ate’s current
financing formulas, wh
hich allowed for large disparities in funding betwee
en districts. The
T state
a Supreme Court
C
agreed with the plain
ntiffs’ and rulled that educcation funding
g in California
California
was inequ
uitable and violated
v
stude
ents’ basic co
onstitutional rights to fair and equitablle treatment.
ed that the Ca
alifornia must create a mo
ore equitable
e funding form
mula, where
The Courrt further rule
students received funding for educcation regard
dless of SES or the wealth of their locality. Serrano
o
milar case in New Jerseyy, Robinson) created a ma
ajor move in other states with plaintiffss
(and a sim
using sim
milar language
e. However, the results of
o this approa
ach were mixxed, and man
ny state supre
eme
courts dissagreed that education was
w a fundam
mental right orr that it was judiciable, citting separatio
on of
powers between courrts and legisla
atures. The mix
m of decisio
ons seemed to stall the second wave of
or long. A new
w legal argum
ment was abo
out to be tried, and would
d
the litigation movement, but not fo
b a powerfu
ul tool in the movement’s
m
arsenal.
prove to be

Over
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Equity and Adequacy Litigation in Education Finance (cont.)
Third Wave: Using Education Clauses within State Constitutions
The next step litigants used was to argue whether the states’ education clause was being violated by
the statutory formulas provided for education. Any statute created by the legislature must adhere to
the state’s constitution, and that constitutionality is determined by the court system not the
legislature or governor. Litigants argued that education funding was not sufficient and violated the
education clause of the state, which required that funding for education be sufficient enough to
provide students with an adequate level of education to succeed in the modern economy. This
approach not only focused on a specific constitutional clause, but also attempted to define the
funding level for an adequate education as whatever is necessary for success. The first state to
succeed with this argument was Kentucky with the decision of Rose v. Council. The Kentucky
Supreme Court ruled that education is a fundamental right under the education clause of the
Kentucky’s constitution. As such, it was the state’s primary responsibility to provide a level of
education funding that would meet the constitutional requirement, whatever that might be. Such
funding was to provide for sufficient levels to make students successful in the modern economy.
The Current Phase: Continued Push toward Adequacy
With the success of Rose, other states saw litigants utilize the state constitution in similar
arguments, citing that education is a fundamental right and should be sufficiently funded to aid
students in becoming successful members of society. The interpretations of the legal arguments by
plaintiffs have not been uniform among various state courts, primarily over the interpretation by the
court over what a sufficient (or adequate) level of education might mean. The adequacy argument
has had more staying power than the equity argument because it allows for some level of disparity to
exist within the state. However, not all plaintiffs have accepted this, and some cases have argued for
both adequacy and equity to be applied. One state to achieve this on an ongoing basis is New
Jersey, where the state’s Supreme Court has held jurisdiction over education finance since the first
Abbot case was heard in 1990.
There is a growing backlash to the adequacy movement, and some in the field are attempting to
push for a reversal in the adequacy lawsuits. Their efforts however have not won any major
decisions. For example, the latest case in Massachusetts, Hancock v. Driscoll, did find in favor of the
defendants, the ruling did not diminish the adequacy decision of McDuffy, in that the court ruled that
McDuffy was still valid.
Conclusion
The adequacy (and equity) movements are not slowing down. Proponents of quality education for all
students continue to push the frontiers of legal arguments. Although there is pushback from
opponents, who question the economic expense by questioning the rationale of educating all
students, the adequacy and equity movement is continuing to fight for all students’ right to a quality
education within state court systems. Not all cases throughout the years are clearly placed within a
single constitutional argument, but the majority among the three waves has focused on one major
argument over others. Litigation is a process of fine-tuning. The education finance
litigation movement has been around for over 30 years and does not seem to be
slowing down. Plaintiffs continue to fight for the rights of all citizens to be treated fairly
and receive a quality education that does not depend on where they live or their
parents’ level of wealth.
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